[GR]Kenny
Basic scripting knowledge
This is my second tutorial and I’m getting ready for Halloween so ill only type in black, orange, yellow
and red.

Ok this tutorial is just an overview of basic scripting knowledge, let’s start.

1. whenever there is a // in front of a line such as …
//Hi random viewer!

The red text is netagated so it is technically it’s not part of a script it’s only for people
reading it. Here’s an example also
Ent_fire addoutput readme //This doesn’t do anything
Also if you start a new line because your “comment” (correct term) needs a new “//”
Ent_fire addoutput readme //hello this message is pointless and completely retarded so I
//don’t even know why I’m typing this

CORRECT

Ent_fire addoutput readme //hello this message is pointless and completely retarded so I
don’t even know why I’m typing this

INCORRECT

Next I’m going to show you a VERY IMPORTANT COMMAND in scripting.
Ent_fire – this does not make a fire at where you are looking, this is the part of a script that’s like a
property of it e.g.
(this will not work) let’s say somehow magically you can code your own folders and you want to give it
make it look like an icon well in scripting this is what it might look like…

Ent_fire my picture folder addoutput "Icon C:\Users\Bob \Desktop\Icons\JPEG.ico"

Well ent_fire is a command that can allow you to give scripts properties such as color and other factors
of other commands. Well that’s about all for that subject…

COLORS 
Well this is not how to add color to your scripts but it’s how the scheme works and some basic colors
you can use – The system is set up RGB like you television screen or your computer screen, (although I
wish they would use YRBDL which is much easier to make colors in) well the max of a color you can put
is 255 so e.g. black is 0 0 0 and white is 255 255 255 well here’s a little guide to some colors.
(remember the first number is red the second number is green and the third is blue.)
Yellow – 255 255 0
Orange – 255 150 0
Silver – 146 146 146
Brown – 146 60 25
Aqua – 0 239 225
Hot pink – 255 0 146

How to make scripts run console
commands or other scripts

This is essential but simple all you need to do is type the name of the command or the exec for a script
e.g.
Exec script2
Or
mat_wireframe 1

For now that’s all I can think think of so HAPPY SCRIPTING!

